STATO D’ANIMO – PROGRAMME NOTES



I was very grateful for the opportunity of being able to collaborate with the Smith Quartet on a commission for my first string quartet, to St. Georges Brandon Hill, Bristol and Musica Insieme in Bologna for agreeing to give the premieres, and also to Arts Council England for helping to make Stato d'Animo possible by giving their additional support through an award towards the commission.

As the title suggests (loosely translated as 'State of Being' or 'Frame of Mind'), there was no obvious subject matter acting as inspiration for the piece, but I rather wanted to internalise and look a little deeper in responding to and trying to identify/react to my thought processes when I was writing. I'm very aware of what feels like a sixth sense or a voice from my subconscious when I'm writing, and much of the time I just can't fathom where the music comes from.

Within the framework of my conscious mind, I'm also aware of a driving force which seems to raise my adrenalin level and carry me on a wave through a piece when I'm writing. This was the main focus for the first movement, and the inspiration for its title. I also simultaneously looked at 'floating' or 'poly'tonality in this movement. 

As an extension of the idea of sitting in an undefinable space while musical thoughts come down to you, the second movement, which is this time largely atonal in its conception, combines this notion and is juxtaposed with a short theme, more specific in its tonality, which returns several times, developing a little further each time that it does.

Movement 3 is presented as a contemporary Irish reel, in which I've tried to go to the furthest extremes in harmonic and textural variety within the framework of this dance form. I also wanted the piece to be fun, a word not often enough associated with much contemporary music. The reference to a drunkard had no bearing on how much beer I'd had to drink when writing the piece, but was rather an image conjured up by the music, and is also a play on words ('The drunkard reeled but didn't fall over'). It also flagged up the idea of how far one can go in distorting a familiar form without making it fall flat on its face.

The fourth movement is purposely and unashamedly more conventional in its musical language - it was important for me that much of what the form of the String Quartet means to me historically was not ignored in the work. There seems to be one overriding fundamental sense of purpose running through my veins when I'm writing - and that is that music must still move to as large a spiritual degree as it has in the past, and take the listener on a strong journey. I'm constantly trying to find that even balance of intellectual and emotional values, to talk in a contemporary language which draws on all extremes of past musical influences, without ignoring 'the fundamentals' of what music really means to me, and the reasons why I became a musician in the first place.

The piece concludes with a tongue-in-cheek multi-textural short movement which draws on Moravian folk music.





